Burnt by the Sun

A rich evocation of a world poised on the
brink of Stalins Great Terror, based on the
1994 Oscar-winning film written by Nikita
Mikhalkov
and
Rustam
Ibragimbekov.General Kotov, decorated
hero of the Russian Revolution, is spending
an idyllic summer in the country with his
beloved young wife and family. But on one
glorious sunny morning in 1936, his wifes
former lover returns from a long and
unexplained absence. Amidst a tangle of
sexual
jealousy,
retribution
and
remorseless political backstabbing, Kotov
feels the full, horrifying reach of Stalins
rule.

- 5 min - Uploaded by OscarsJeremy Irons presents the Oscar for Foreign Language Film to Russia for Burnt by the
Sun Burnt by the Sun, the winner of 1995s Best Foreign Film Oscar, attempts, with only limited success, to combine two
segments of radically different pacing andBurnt by the Sun (1994) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs, and more - 40 min Uploaded by Idaho HSTBurnt by the Sun (Soviet Movie, 1994). Idaho HST. Loading Unsubscribe from Idaho HST - 1
min - Uploaded by Umbrella EntertainmentAvailable on DVD through A long summer day in Russia, 1936 Shop Burnt
By The Sun [1994] [DVD]. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.Burnt by the Sun (1994) cast and
crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.Drama Epic film about WWII, a sequel to Burnt by
the Sun (1994). Evil Stalin is terrorizing people of Russia while the Nazis are advancing. Russian officer Kotov, who - 1
min - Uploaded by Video DetectiveBurnt By The Sun Trailer 1994 Director: Nikita Mikhalkov Starring: Nikita
Mikhalkov, Ingeborga Nikita Mikhalkov directs and stars in this two-part Russian war sequel to Burnt By the Sun
(1994). Told in two films, Exodus (2010) and Citadel (2011), and set A winning return to the themes and form of Slave
of Love,Burnt by the Sun is Russian director Nikita Mikhalkovs first post-Soviet-era pic toBurnt by the Sun (1994) on
IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and moreBurnt by the Sun was a band from New Jersey, United States. Formed in
November 1999 by ex-Human Remains drummer Dave Witte and guitarist John - 4 min - Uploaded by seize7daysSergei
vs Dimitri. The movie is set in 1936, Russia, after the Bolshevik Revolution . Colonel Burnt by the Sun is a 1994 film by
Russian director and screenwriter Nikita Mikhalkov and Azerbaijani screenwriter Rustam Ibragimbekov. The film
depicts theRead the Empire review of Burnt By The Sun. Find out everything you need to know about the film from the
worlds biggest movie destination.Buy Burnt By The Sun: Read 98 Movies & TV Reviews - .Burnt by the Sun 2 is a
2010 Russian drama film directed by and starring Nikita Mikhalkov. The film consists of two parts: Exodus (,
literallyBurnt by the Sun ( , Soleil trompeur) is a 1994 Russian drama directed by Nikita Mikhalkov set in one day in the
1930s, focusing on the
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